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Introduction
Small Settlement characterisation is
a way of using old maps and local
history to learn about and identify
how & why settlements have
changed and grown. This helps us
to understand the form and
“character” of places, and make
better decision about how to
conserve and enhance them.
This study seeks to examine and report on
the historic character of small settlements
in an area and provide a report for
settlements which identifies its significant
historic character and features.
It uses a rapid characterisation approach (developed from work by English Heritage.) The approach
looks at the historic character of settlements from the point of view of how they have developed over
time, and what this tells us about their form and character. It also aims to inform our understanding
of the historic settlement pattern of the High Weald AONB landscape, under Objective S2 of the High
Weald AONB Management Plan 2004, and also to support local authorities (and other decisions
makers) managing change in these areas. The villages / settlements covered are:

Villages:

Ardingly, Ashurstwood, Balcombe, Handcross, Horsted Keynes,
Staplefield, Warninglid, West Hoathly

The study has mapped
small settlements in Mid
Sussex and Forum
Heritage Services has
reviewed the mapping
applying the Roberts &
Wrathmell typology for
each settlement. This
provides a set of
statements and evidence
base of historic character
for each settlement. This
can be used to inform
options for change and
other decisions which
also support the AONB
Management Plan
objectives to conserve and
enhance settlement in the
High Weald.

Methodology
The study methodology consists of firstly using historic map regression of individual settlements and
then, local history research. An accepted typology of settlement types was also used.
The map regression stage uses historic sources to map the extents of
settlement boundaries at specific stages. Landmark Epoch 1 (circa 1850)
was used for the earliest stage supported by Ordnance Surveyors drafts
and Tithe maps as available. A second stage was mapped from the
Landmark Epoch 3 series (circa 1900), and a third stage was taken from
current mapping. This gives an earliest recorded
extent, effectively pre Victorian, a second
Victorian/turn of the century extent, and a third
modern or Post War extent.

(Tunbridge Wells sample maps)

The second phase was another rapid survey of local history sources for individual settlements to record
basic details of the founding of the settlement, earliest recorded date, church establishment and general
knowledge about the settlement history, to understand its background and development.

Settlement typology and character
Once all the information was gathered specialist advice was used to apply a national typology of
settlements, this simply meant using a standard list of types of settlement and identifying which one
each village fitted into. The typology applied for this study is derived from An Atlas of Rural Settlement
in England (Roberts and Wrathmell, 2000) and Region and Place, A Study of English Rural Settlement
(Roberts & Wrathmell, 2002). This identifies national types of
settlement form which vary from large, nucleated, villages to
dispersed settlement areas with scattered, isolated hamlets and
farmsteads, both located within distinctive patterns of field
systems.

English Heritage have the Atlas of Rural Settlement in
England’ available online. The maps of 19th century
settlement and terrain from the Atlas are now available as
data that can be used in Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) software and viewed in ‘geobrowsers’ like the Google
Earth* mapping service. See link below.

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/atlas

The types found in the High Weald all fall within the dispersed settlement category, and is should be
noted that the High Weald has very few nucleated villages, in the traditional sense, a significant feature
of its history and contribution to natural beauty. Each type is described as follows:

Regular Rows
•
Linear settlements set out along one or both sides of a road.
•
Characterised by strong feeling of regularity – blocks of property plots of the same width
and length – indicating planning in their layout.
•
In some cases the houses also display conformity in their siting within the plots and in their
orientation.
•
Regular row villages are usually of either medieval date, typically of 12th – 13th century date
or 18th –19th C and associated with large estates.

Irregular Rows
•
Linear settlements usually strung out along one or both sides of a road.
•
Irregular spacing between properties, sometimes with gaps with no house plots to street
frontage.
•
Property plots of irregular sizes and shape, usually with no evidence of overall planning.
•
Many common edge settlements could be classified as irregular rows but the presence of the
common is considered to be a particular feature in the morphology of these settlements and
so they have been classified separately.

Agglomerations
•
Agglomerated plans represent some of the most complex plan forms and can include regular
and irregular grid plans and agglomerations around a focal point, often a road junction.
•
As with regular row plans, regular grids are usually associated with planning. The planting
of new towns in the late 12th and 13th century using grid plans indicates the potential
chronological depth of such plans.
•
Grid plans may have developed from an original row plan with the addition of new roads or
the building-up of back lanes.

Historically settlements have developed for
many reasons and the historic foundation of
a settlement can be significant in
understanding its character. As already
noted the High Weald is characterised by its
dispersed settlement pattern, meaning that
many settlements originated from early
droving and trans-humance settlement of
the land, and are mostly of early anglosaxon origin. The establishment of formal
market places with (royal) charter is a later
feature of specific settlements, while some
villages exist as dormitories for
neighbouring estates, either as development
of an earlier settlement, or potentially as
new foundations built to serve the estate,
which may have specific character related to
it.

Settlement character descriptions
Regular and Irregular Rows
Grain

•
•
•

Scale

•
•

Built
form

•
•
•
•

•
Materials •
& details •
•
Spaces & •
views
•
•

Mostly business uses on ground floor with residential above in core areas, more
prestige residential further out.
Plots mostly small scale, and terraced together, narrower frontages with spaces to
rear.
Working and private spaces situated to rear of main frontage forming yards and
working spaces to rear
Plots face to the street, with strong sense of facade
Street likely to have a single focus with substantial buildings. Scale decreases with
distance from the focus.
Vary build height and mass between individual plots
Frontages narrow, and taller, wider buildings include discreet prestige establishments
Frontages close to the street, opening onto street, little separation or barriers
Mixed styles and construction reflecting historic infill and change, include new
design.
Give particular attention to roofline, pitch and angles.
Window and door proportions and style important
Adopt local materials (brick, stone, timber, clay)
Reflect locally distinctive detailing
Respect any signature buildings at ends of the street or main junctions
Minimal views at right angles to street, facing into rear yards only. Views out of the
street remain generally closed to the wider landscape
Access through the street to rear areas and wider public space beyond significant.

Agglomerations
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Separation and spacing within settlement important
usually non contiguous and ‘open’ with high level of public space
Small scale attached/terraced plots mixed in with larger independent plots
development can stand in own space with public space, non-contiguous curtilages
identify central feature of the space (green, road, common) as focus of settlement.
Mixed scale and mass integral to dispersed settlement
Older areas generally smaller scale, interspersed with newer larger scale development
Variation in frontages and setting to the street,
Key buildings (church, pub etc) often larger in scale than contemporary development.
setting of buildings in open space important, common areas significant
Variety of built form, with mixed infill and styles
significant roofline, pitch and angles important to overall design
recognise and design for and around associated farm complexes attached to
settlement
Window and door proportions and style important
local materials (brick, stone, timber, clay) significant
locally distinctive detailing such as weatherboarding part of integrated design
solution,
Identify and maintain views through and from within settlement
Common (public areas) within settlement significant
Separation between areas within settlement significant
Access paths and tracks within and through the settlement significant

Mid Sussex summary settlement descriptions
Settlement

Plan type

Notes

Ardingly

Agglomeration

Ashurstwood

Agglomeration

Balcombe

Agglomeration

Ardingly is a small agglomeration at a T-junction. The eastern part of the
modern settlement is the historic settlement of Hapstead Green, and irregular
row. On the east side of the road were larger properties including a large
house and a farmstead whilst on the West side there were cottages including
several semi-detached houses all set in narrow roadside plots.
There are two historic cores within the modern settlement, both of which were
irregular agglomerations set around junctions of up to 5 roads. These two
agglomerations are set at two of the three corners of a triangle of lanes.
A small agglomeration at an irregular junction of four roads.

Handcross

Regular row and
irregular row

Horsted
Keynes

Agglomeration
with green

Staplefield

Common edge

Warninglid

Irregular row

West Hoathly

Agglomeration

The settlement of Handcross principally lay along the west side of the road
which marked the line of the Hundred boundary. The late 19th century
settlement along this road can be divided into two distinct areas; a regular road
to the north and and irregular row to the south-west, with an undeveloped area
between. Three further roads join the first road and there was an irregular row
along the road to the south-east.
Horsted Keynes is a small irregular cluster set around a long irregularly shaped
green. At least seven roads and tracks feed into this green leaning small
blocks of land between. Most of which contain buildings and some of which
were bounded by roads on all sides resulting in an irregular network of lanes.
The spaces between properties in Staple field means that it does not fall
readily into any nucleated settlement plan form. The principal feature was the
relatively large, irregularly-shaped Staple field Common around which there
were large houses farms, a public house and cottages. This common was
effectively the junction of seven roads including the London to Brighton Road.
At the north-east corner of the common, set slightly away from the edge of the
green was the church and the vicarage. Further to the east was another
smaller area of green called Upper Staple field Common around which stood a
few cottages.
An irregular row of properties along the north and south road with some large
gaps between some of the plots. At the north end of the settlement the narrow
plots, not all of which were developed, have the appearance of roadside
encroachment.
The settlement is focused on the junction of three roads, the east-west road
making four or five right-angled turns as it passes through the village. One of
these turns skirts the west and north sides of the churchyard at the centre of
the village.

Notes

